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BERGE’S DISTANCE 3 PAIRS OF GENUS 2
HEEGAARD SPLITTINGS
MARTIN SCHARLEMANN
Abstract. Following an example discovered by John Berge [Be2],
we show that there is a 4-component link L ⊂ (S1×S2)#(S1×S2)
so that, generically, the result of Dehn surgery on L is a 3-manifold
with two inequivalent genus 2 Heegaard splittings, and each of
these Heegaard splittings is of Hempel distance 3.
1. Introduction
In [Be2] John Berge introduces a criterion which, if satisfied by a
genus two Heegaard splitting of a 3-manifold, ensures that the Heegaard
splitting is of distance 3 or greater. Furthermore, he gives an example
of a pair of such Heegaard splittings of the same 3-manifold, splittings
which he shows to be inequivalent. Such an example demonstrates
conclusively that the list in [RS] of possible manifolds with two or
more inequivalent genus 2 Heegaard splittings is incomplete.
Inspired by Berge’s example, here we give a somewhat different view
of his distance 3 criterion (Sections 2 and 3) and then, after some
preliminary discussion (Sections 4 and 5), describe a general way of
constructing further examples of the phenomenon he found (Sections 6
and 7). All the examples are so-called Dehn derived pairs of splittings,
specifically those of type MH described in [BS, Section 3]. What we
show here is that in a specific infinite family of Dehn-derived pairs
of splittings, generic examples satisfy Berge’s criterion and so are of
Hempel distance 3.
2. Berge’s criterion for Heegaard distance 3
The goal of this section is to describe a criterion (see [Be2]) which
guarantees that a genus 2 Heegaard splitting of a closed orientable
3-manifold has Hempel distance at least 3.
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Suppose that H is a genus 2 handlebody with oriented boundary F
and {A,B} is a complete set of meridian disks for H . Let Γ ⊂ F be
the boundary of a third meridian disk for H that separates H into two
solid tori HA and HB containing A and B respectively. Γ separates the
surface F into two punctured tori, FA ⊂ ∂HA and FB ⊂ ∂HB.
Lemma 2.1 (Be2, Theorem 4.2, Claim 1). Suppose C is a simple
closed curve in F with this property: some arc in FA∩C (resp FB ∩C)
intersects ∂A (resp ∂B) at least twice. Then for any meridian disk D
of H, D ∩ C 6= ∅.
Proof. First we observe that there are no simple closed curves in the
4-punctured sphere F − (A ∪ B) that are disjoint from C. Indeed,
F − (A∪B) is the union along Γ of the 3-punctured spheres (i. e. pairs
of pants) PA = FA−A and PB = FB−B. The hypothesis implies that
in C∩PA (resp C∩PB) there is a subarc of C with an end at each copy
of ∂A (resp ∂B). But the only simple closed curve in the 4-punctured
sphere F − (A∪B) that is disjoint from these arcs is Γ. Γ separates A
from B, and C intersects both A and B, so Γ ∩ C 6= ∅.
Now suppose that D is a meridian disk for H . We have just observed
that if ∂D is disjoint from A ∪ B then it intersects C. So suppose ∂D
intersects A,B and let D0 be an outermost disk of D cut off by A,B.
Then ∂D0 intersects F − (A∪B) in an arc α with both ends at a single
copy of, say, ∂A in ∂(F − (A ∪ B)). α can’t lie entirely in PA, else C
would intersect one copy of ∂A more than it does the other. But any
arc of α ∩ PB has both ends on Γ and so intersects the arc of C ∩ PB
identified above that has one end on each copy of B. 
Let λa ⊂ FA (resp λb ⊂ FB) be simple closed curves which intersect
∂A (resp ∂B) in exactly one point. Orient A,B, λa, λb so that the pairs
of orientations λa, ∂A and λb, ∂B induce the given orientation on F at
the points of intersection.
Let α be a properly embedded essential arc or simple closed curve in
FA, say. Define ρA(α) ∈ Q ∪∞ by
ρA(α) =
α · λa
α · ∂A
.
Different choices of λa will alter the numerator by multiples of the
denominator, so, given α, as long as ρA(α) < ∞, we can choose λa
so 0 ≤ ρA(α) < 1. An alternate view of ρA(α) is useful: lift FA
to its universal abelian cover R2 − Z2 so that ∂A is vertical and λa is
horizontal. Then ρA(α) is the slope of any lift of α to R
2−Z2. Similarly
define ρB for properly embedded essential arcs in FB.
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For any pair of rational numbers, p
q
, r
s
let
|
p
q
,
r
s
| = |ps− qr|,
the absolute value of the determinant of the associated 2 × 2 matrix.
Then ρA has the following pleasant property: Suppose α, β are both
properly embedded arcs in FA isotoped to intersect minimally. Then
either α and β are parallel and ρA(α) = ρA(β) or the arcs intersect
in exactly |ρA(α), ρA(β)| − 1 points. In particular, ρA can take on at
most three distinct values for arcs appearing in any given collection C
of disjoint essential arcs in FA. (A significant example would be slopes
0, 1,∞. Moreover, the set of denominators (all of which we may take
to be non-negative) that appear among the values of ρA do not depend
on the choice of λA; they represent the number of times each choice of
arc in C intersects ∂A. This motivates the following definition:
Definition 2.2. Suppose C is a disjoint collection of simple closed
curves in F that essentially intersects Γ. Let denomA(C) ⊂ N+ be the
set of denominators that appear among arcs in C ∩ FA. Similarly, let
denomB(C) ⊂ N+ be the set of denominators that appear among arcs
in C ∩ FB.
Definition 2.3. Suppose C ⊂ F is a collection of disjoint simple closed
curves in F . Then C has high denominators with respect to A (resp. B)
if there are r, s ∈ denomA(C) (resp denomB(C) so that 2 ≤ r ≤ s− 2.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose C ⊂ F is a set of disjoint simple closed
curves in F that has high denominators with respect to A (resp B).
Then any simple closed curve C ′ that is disjoint from C has the property
that each component of C ′∩FA (resp C
′∩FB) intersects ∂A (resp ∂B)
at least twice.
Proof. The alternative is that there is an arc α among the components
of C ′ ∩ F with denominator 0 or 1 and so slope 1
0
or 0
1
. But for such
an arc to be disjoint from the arc βr (resp βs) with denominator r ≥ 2
(resp s ≥ 4), 1
0
is impossible and the slope of βr must then be
±1
r
and
the slope of βs must be
±1
s
. But this makes
|ρA(βr), ρA(βs)| = | ± r ± s| > 1,
contradicting the fact that βr and βs are disjoint. 
Definition 2.5. Suppose C1, C2 ⊂ F is a pair of non-parallel, non-
separating disjoint simple closed curves in F . For each i = 1, 2, a
Ci-rectangle in FA (resp FB) is a pair of parallel arcs of Ci ∩ FA (resp
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Ci ∩ FB) so that the region between the parallel arcs is disjoint from
C1 ∪ C2.
The pair C1, C2 satisfies the high denominator rectangle condition
with respect to A (resp. B) if, for each i = 1, 2, there are at least two
Ci-rectangles in FA (resp. FB), one of denominator ri ≥ 2 and one of
denominator si ≥ ri + 2.
The pair C1, C2 satisfies the high denominator rectangle condition in
F if it satisfies the high denominator rectangle condition with respect
to both A and B.
Notice that an argument that C1, C2 satisfies the high denominator
rectangle condition in F will involve a minimum of 16 arcs: two arcs
in each rectangle, and two rectangles from each of C1, C2 in each of FA
and FB.
Proposition 2.6. Suppose H ∪F J is a Heegaard splitting and J has a
complete pair of meridian disks X, Y so that the pair ∂X, ∂Y satisfies
the high denominator rectangle condition with respect to A. Suppose E
is any non-separating meridian disk for J . Then ∂E has high denomi-
nators with respect to A.
Proof. Consider a rectangle RX in FA cut off from FA by two parallel
arcs of ∂X . Since RX is disjoint from ∂Y the interior of the rectangle
lies in the 4-punctured sphere FX,Y = F − (X ∪Y ), appearing there as
cut off by a pair of parallel arcs of Γ∩FX,Y . The ends of these arcs lie
in either the same or separate copies of ∂X in ∂FX,Y . The same could
be said for a rectangle RY in FA cut off by parallel arcs of ∂Y , and the
only way that both can be true is if, in both cases, the arcs of Γ∩FX,Y
connect one copy of ∂X (resp ∂Y ) to the other copy of ∂X (resp ∂Y ).
If E = X or Y the proposition is immediate. If E is disjoint from
both X and Y then, since E is non-separating, ∂E must pass through
both rectangles RX and RY ; a subarc of ∂E that passes through RX
will appear in FA as an arc parallel to the sides of RX in FA and so
will have the same denominator. Thus a denominator for the rectangle
RX in FA appears also as denominator for ∂E. This shows that ∂E
satisfies the high-denominator condition.
The picture is only slightly different if E is not disjoint from X ∪ Y .
An outermost disk of E cut off by an arc of (X ∪ Y ) ∩E will intersect
FX,Y in an arc α with both ends at the same copy of Y , say, and will
separate one copy of ∂X in ∂FX,Y from the other. In particular, α will
pass through each rectangle that runs between the two copies of ∂X
in ∂FX,Y . Once again, the denominator for RX in FA appears also as
a denominator for ∂E. 
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Theorem 2.7. For a genus 2 Heegaard splitting H∪F J , suppose there
is a complete pair of meridian disks {A,B} in H, separated by a merid-
ian disk Γ ⊂ H, and there is a complete pair of meridian disks {X, Y }
in J , so that the pair ∂X, ∂Y satisfies the high denominator rectangle
condition in F . Then the Heegaard splitting has Hempel distance at
least 3.
Proof. We show that the splitting does not have the disjoint curve
property [Th]. Let C be any simple closed curve in F , and E be any
meridian disk of J that is disjoint from C. If E is separating, then C
lies on one side of E in J , so we can replace E by disk in J disjoint from
C that is also non-separating. So, with no loss of generality, assume E
is non-separating.
By Proposition 2.6 ∂E has high denominators with respect to both
A and B. By Proposition 2.4, each component of C ∩FA (resp C ∩FB)
intersects ∂A (resp ∂B) at least twice. It then follows from Lemma 2.1
that any meridian D of H intersects C. 
3. High denominator rectangles and SUMS
Suppose H ∪F J is a genus 2 Heegaard splitting and {A,B} is a
complete set of meridian disks for H . In [Be2] Berge calls the pair
{A,B} a set of Strict Universal Minimizers (SUMS) for the Heegaard
splitting if for any complete pair of meridian disks {X, Y } for J and
alternate complete pair of meridian disks {A∗, B∗} for H , |(A ∪ B) ∩
(X ∩ Y )| < |(A∗ ∪ B∗) ∩ (X ∩ Y )|. Here is his argument that if J has
any complete pair of meridian disks {X, Y } so that the pair ∂X, ∂Y
satisfies the high denominator rectangle condition with respect to both
A and B, then the pair {A,B} is a set of SUMS.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose C is a collection of disjoint simple closed curves
in F that essentially intersects Γ ⊂ F and every arc in FA ∩ C (resp
FB ∩ C) intersects ∂A (resp ∂B) at least twice. Then for any non-
separating meridian disk D of H disjoint from A and B, either D is
parallel to A or B or |D ∩ C| ≥ |A ∩ C| and |D ∩ C| ≥ |B ∩ C|.
If in addition some arc in FA ∩C (resp FB ∩C) intersects ∂A (resp
∂B) more than twice, either D is parallel to A or B or the inequalities
are strict: |D ∩ C| > |B ∩ C| (resp |D ∩ C| > |A ∩ C|).
Proof. Choose D to be a non-separating meridian disk, disjoint from
A and B, not parallel to A or B, so that among all such disks |D ∩C|
is minimal.
∂D is non-separating so it can’t be parallel to Γ. This implies that
∂D intersects both pairs of pants PA and PB in essential arcs, each
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with both ends on Γ. Let ∂A+, ∂A− be the two copies of ∂A in ∂PA.
Let p be the number of arcs of C∩PA that have an end on each of ∂A±
and q be the number of arcs of C ∩ PA that have one end on ∂A+ and
one end on Γ. Then |A∩C| = |∂A+∩C| = p+q and, counting also the
arcs running from ∂A− to Γ, Γ ∩ C = 2q. The hypothesis guarantees
that each arc of ∂D∩PB intersects each arc of C ∩FB so ∂D intersects
C ∩FB at least q times. Similarly, each arc of ∂D ∩PA intersects C at
least p times. Hence |D∩C| ≥ p+q = |A∩C|. A symmetric argument
shows |D ∩ C| ≥ |B ∩ C|.
Continuing in the same vein, if in addition some arc in FB ∩ C
intersects ∂B more than twice then ∂D will intersect that arc more
than once, so ∂D will intersect C ∩ FB more than q times and the
inequality becomes strict: |D ∩ C| > p+ q = |A ∩ C|.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose C is a collection of disjoint simple closed curves
in F that essentially intersects Γ ⊂ F and every arc in FA ∩ C (resp
FB ∩ C) intersects ∂A (resp ∂B) at least twice. Then for any non-
separating meridian disk D of H disjoint from A and not parallel to A
or B, |D ∩ C| ≥ |A ∩ C| and |D ∩ C| ≥ |B ∩ C|.
If in addition some arc in FA ∩C (resp FB ∩C) intersects ∂A (resp
∂B) more than twice, either D is parallel to A or B or the inequalities
are strict: |D ∩ C| > |B ∩ C| (resp |D ∩ C| > |A ∩ C|).
Proof. Choose D to be a non-separating meridian disk, disjoint from
A and not parallel to A or B, so that among all such disks |D ∩ C| is
minimal. Then choose, among all such disks, one whose intersection
with B is minimal.
Following Lemma 3.1 we need only consider the case in which ∂D
intersects B; we will show that this is impossible. An outermost disk E
of D cut off by B necessarily intersects F in an arc of F − (A∪B) with
both ends at a copy of ∂B in ∂F − (A ∪ B). It follows as above that
the arc intersects PA in one or more essential arcs with both ends at Γ.
In particular it crosses all p arcs of C ∩PA that have an end on each of
∂A±. Let D
′ be the meridian disk for H obtained by band-summing
D to A via a band parallel to the p arcs. This can be done so that the
new arc of D′ − B is parallel in F to a subarc of ∂B with the same
ends, so |D′ ∩ B| < |D ∩ B|. We also have
|D′ ∩ C| ≤ |D ∩ C|+ |A ∩ C| − 2p = |D ∩ C| − (p− q).
Now the hypothesis guarantees that C intersects A at least as often as
Γ does, so p + q ≥ 2q =⇒ p− q ≥ 0. Hence |D′ ∩ C| ≤ |D ∩ C|. In a
genus two surface, the band sum of two non-separating curves cannot
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be separating unless the original two curves are parallel, so it follows
that D′ is non-separating. Since one of the band-summands is A, D′
is not parallel to A. If D′ were parallel to B then, dually, D could be
obtained by band-summing A to B and so would have been disjoint
from B. We conclude that D′ satises the hypothesis of the theorem,
yet |D′ ∩ C| ≤ |D ∩ C| and |D′ ∩ B| < |D ∩ B|. This contradicts our
choice of D. 
Proposition 3.3 (Be2, Lemma 4.4). Suppose C is a collection of dis-
joint simple closed curves in F that essentially intersects Γ and ev-
ery arc in FA ∩ C (resp FB ∩ C) intersects ∂A (resp ∂B) at least
twice. (That is, every such arc has denominator at least 2.) Then
for any complete set of meridian disks A∗, B∗ not parallel to A,B,
|(A∗ ∪B∗) ∩ C| ≥ |(A ∪ B) ∩ C|.
If in addition the denominator of some arc of FA ∩ C and some arc
of FB ∩ C are each at least 3, then for any complete set of meridian
disks A∗, B∗ not parallel to A,B, |(A∗ ∪ B∗) ∩ C| > |(A ∪B) ∩ C|.
Proof. Choose a complete set of meridian disks A∗, B∗ forH not parallel
to A,B so that among all such disks |(A∗ ∪B∗)∩C| is minimal. Then
choose, among all such pairs of disks, a pair for which |(A∗∪B∗)∩ (A∪
B)| is minimal.
If A∗∪B∗ is disjoint from A∪B then the result follows from Lemma
3.2, so suppose A∗ ∪ B∗ intersects A ∪ B. Since A∗, B∗ have been
chosen to minimize the number of intersection components, all of the
intersection components are arcs. Of the collection of outermost disks
cut off from any of the disks A∗, B∗, A, B by these arcs of intersection,
let E be one that intersects C least.
We first show that E cannot lie in A∗ or B∗. Say E ⊂ A∗ is cut off
by an arc of A∩A∗. Then E can be used to cut A into two non-parallel
disks, each disjoint from A ∪ B and each intersecting C no more than
A does. This contradicts Lemma 3.1.
We next show that E cannot lie in A or B. Say E ⊂ A is cut off
by an arc of A ∩ A∗. Then E can be used to cut A∗ into two non-
parallel disks, A∗1, A
∗
2, each disjoint from A
∗ ∪ B∗, each intersecting C
no more than A∗ and each intersecting A ∪ B in fewer arcs than A∗
did. In a genus two handlebody the band sum of a non-separating and
a separating disk is parallel to the non-separating disk; it follows that
A∗1, A
∗
2 are both non-separating. Since they are not parallel, at least
one, say A∗1, is not parallel to B
∗. Hence the pair A∗1, B
∗ is a complete
collection of meridian disks. The pair cannot be parallel to A,B since
A∗ is a band sum done in the complement of the two and any band-
sum of non-separating disks, all done in the complement of A and B
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is disjoint from A ∪ B. Then the pair A∗1, B
∗ contradicts our choice of
A∗, B∗. 
Corollary 3.4. Suppose H ∪F J is a Heegaard splitting and J has a
complete pair of meridian disks X, Y so that the pair ∂X, ∂Y satisfies
the high denominator rectangle condition. Then the pair A,B is a set
of SUMS for the splitting.
Proof. Let X∗, Y ∗ be any complete pair of meridian disks for J . Then
according to Proposition 2.6, both ∂X∗ and ∂Y ∗ have high denomina-
tors with respect to both A and B. Following Proposition 2.4, every
component of (∂X∗ ∪ ∂Y ∗) ∩ FA (resp (∂X
∗ ∪ ∂Y ∗) ∩ FB intersects
∂A (resp ∂B) at least twice, and those arcs with highest denominators
intersect ∂A (resp ∂B) more than twice. The result then follows from
Proposition 3.3. 
4. Construction preliminaries: the standard triple
As in Section 2, let H be an oriented handlebody divided into solid
toriHA, HB by a separating meridian Γ, with meridians of the solid tori
denoted A and B respectively. Suppose further we are given specified
longitudes of the solid tori, denoted λA ⊂ ∂FA and λB ⊂ FB. Given this
datea, pictured in Figure 1 is a standard triple ΓA,Γ,ΓB of separating
meridians in H . The notation is chosen so that ΓA intersects FA in two
meridians and is disjoint from λB in FB; symmetrically ΓB intersects
FB in two meridians and is disjoint from λA in FA.
A somewhat different view of a standard triple is given via Figure
2. The boundary of ΓB is shown in blue; the Z3 symmetry given by
2pi
3
rotation about the vertical axis induces a cyclic permutation of the
handles that carries ΓB first to ΓA and then to Γ. It also carries λA
first to λB and then to a third curve λAB that is shown in red in Figure
2. The curve λAB intersects Γ in two points and is disjoint from both
ΓA and ΓB.
Suppose D is a separating meridian disk for H , dividing H into two
solid tori U and V . Consider the automorphism τD : H → H given
by performing a left half-twist in a collar neighborhood of D as one
crosses from U to V . The automorphism is the identity on U but,
because of the half-twist, reverses the orientation of both the meridian
and longitude of V . If the labels U and V are reversed, the resulting
automorphism differs from the original by the hyperelliptic involution.
In particular, for c any simple closed curve in F transverse to ∂D, the
image τD(c) is, up to isotopy, independent of which half is labeled U and
which V , so without ambiguity we denote τD(c) by c
D. (But because
the hyperelliptic involution may reverse the orientation of a curve, an
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λA λBΓB ΓA
ΓFA FB
Figure 1.
λAB
ΓB
Figure 2.
orientation of the curve c does not induce a natural orientation on the
curve cD.)
Example 4.1. Figure 3 shows the result of half-twisting ∂ΓB along ΓA
(simplified in the second drawing). Note that the resulting curve ∂ΓΓAB
intersects FA in two rectangles (just the front part of the rectangles are
shown in Figure 4), with slopes ∞ and −1, and also intersects FB in
two rectangles, with slopes 0 and +1.
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(Whether the slopes are +1 or −1 is relatively unimportant: the
definitions in Section 5 will be made highly symmetric, so here and
elsewhere we can be relatively relaxed about whether specific slopes
are positive or negative.)
∂ΓΓAB
FQ
FP
Figure 3.
Figure 4.
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5. Digression on rationals and slopes
2/3∗
−2/3∗
3/2∗
−3/2∗
1/3∗
−1/3∗
3/1∗
−3/1∗
1/1
−1/1
1/2
−1/2
2/1
−2/1
0/11/0
Figure 5.
Definition 5.1. The rationals ∞, 0,±1,±2,±1
2
(those that are black
and unstarred in the part of the Farey tesselation shown in Figure 5)
are called close rationals; the close rationals together with ±3,±1
3
,±2
3
, 3
2
(those that are blue and starred in Figure 5) are called nearby rationals.
Definition 5.2. A rational p
q
is distant if |p|, |q|, |p± q|, |p ± 2q| and
|2p± q| are all ≥ 2.
A distant rational p
q
is remote if, in addition, |p±3q|, |3p±2q|, |2p±
3q| and |3p± q| are all ≥ 2.
There are several equivalent ways of saying much the same thing;
the first two motivate the terminology:
• A rational is distant if and only if it is not adjacent in the Farey
tesselation (Figure 5) to a close rational.
• A rational is remote if and only if it is not adjacent in the Farey
tesselation to a nearby rational.
• The rational p
q
is remote if and only p
q
, p±q
q
and p
q±p
are all dis-
tant.
Simply because there are more large numbers than small numbers,
a “random” rational will satisfy all these conditions and so will be
remote.
Let W be a solid torus with a specified longitude and c be a simple
closed curve on ∂W .
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Definition 5.3. c has distant (resp. remote, close, nearby) slope if the
rational that represents the slope of c is distant (resp. remote, close,
nearby).
Put another way, c has distant slope if the number of intersection
points of c with each of the simple closed curves of slopes 0,±1,±2,±1
2
,∞
is at least 2. The curve c furthermore has remote slope if also the num-
ber of intersection points with each of the simple closed curves of slopes
±1
3
,±3,±2
3
,±3
2
is at least 2.
Let ∂W− ⊂ ∂W be a punctured torus obtained from ∂W by removing
the interior of a disk in the complement of c.
Proposition 5.4. Suppose c has remote slope, and α, β are disjoint
properly embedded non-parallel arcs in ∂W− with close slopes. Then
|c · α|, |c · β| and ||c · α| − |c · β|| are each at least 2.
Proof. The definition of close slope is so symmetric that we may as well
assume that 0 ≤ c · α ≤ c · β. Since the arcs α and β are disjoint in
∂W− the slopes that they represent in ∂W are adjacent in the Farey
tesselation (Figure 5) and the assumption is that the slopes are both
given there by the unstarred numbers. It is easy to see that the number
c · β − c · α is the same as c · γ, where γ is a simple closed curve whose
slope is adjacent in the Farey tesselation to the slopes of both α and
β, which puts γ among the nearby slopes, those that appear, either
starred or unstarred, in Figure 5. But then, since c is remote, c ·α, c ·β
and c · γ are all at least 2. 
Corollary 5.5. Suppose W surg is the solid torus obtained from W by
Dehn surgery on the core of W , with a surgery coefficient that is a re-
mote rational. Suppose α, β are disjoint properly embedded non-parallel
arcs in ∂W− with close slopes. Then α, β have high denominators (see
2.3) with respect to the meridian of W surg.
In a similar vein, it will be useful to have this combinatorial lemma,
which will eventually be applied in each punctured torus FA, FB:
Lemma 5.6. Suppose α and β are non-parallel disjoint essential proper
arcs in a punctured torus T . Suppose c is a finite set of disjoint essential
simple closed curves in T isotoped to minimally intersect α, β so that
|α ∩ c| = p < q = |β ∩ c|. Let P denote the octagon T − η(α ∪ β), with
four sides coming from ∂T and two sides coming from each of α, β.
Then the arcs c ∩P consist of 2p arcs that are each parallel to one the
4 sides in P coming from ∂T , and q− p parallel arcs, each essential in
T , that are not parallel to any side of P
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Proof. This is an elementary counting argument in the octagon P , see
Figure 6. There cannot simultaneously be an arc in P connecting both
copies of α in ∂P and an arc in P connecting both copies of β in ∂P ,
since such arcs cross. Since q > p it follows that all arcs with one end
in a copy of α must have other end in a copy of β so there are 2p of
these. The remaining arcs must connect one copy of β to the other,
using up the other 2q − 2p endpoints. 
In Figure 6, the four arcs of c immediately parallel to the four ∂T -
sides of P together constitute a component of c that is parallel to
∂T . So, if c is a single non-separating curve in T (as it will be in the
application), then two opposite ∂T -sides of P will not be parallel to any
arcs of c ∩ P and the other pair of ∂T -sides of P will each be parallel
to p arcs of c ∩ P .
∂T ∂T
∂T ∂T
cβ β
α
α
Figure 6.
6. The construction
Return now to the notation at the end of Section 4. Let FP be the
component of F − ∂ΓΓAB whose boundary contains the rectangles in FA
and let FQ be the component of F − ∂Γ
ΓA
B whose boundary contains
the rectangles in FB.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose ΓB,Γ,ΓA is a standard triple of separating
meridians in H. Suppose c is a simple closed curve in F that is disjoint
from ΓB and, in the solid torus component of H − ΓB in which it lies
it is of distant slope.
• If cΓA ⊂ FP then c
ΓA ∩FA contains rectangles of slopes −1 and
∞ and cΓA ∩FB contains rectangles with at least two of the four
slopes ∞, 0, 1, 1
2
.
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• If cΓA ⊂ FQ then c
ΓA ∩FB contains rectangles of slopes +1 and
0 and cΓA ∩ FA contains rectangles with at least two of the four
slopes −1,∞, 0,−2.
Proof. Suppose first that cΓA ⊂ FP . Following Example 4.1, in order
to show that cΓA∩FA contains rectangles of slopes −1 and∞ it suffices
to show that a transversal of each of the two rectangles of ∂ΓΓAB in FA
intersects cΓA in at least two points. Untwisting the ΓA twist moves
cΓA back to c, moves ∂ΓΓAB back to ΓB and moves the transversal of
the −1-sloped rectangle to a meridional arc in the solid torus H − ΓB.
(See the left red arc in Figure 7.) The simple closed curve c has distant
slope, say slope r
s
, so it intersects a meridian of that torus (and so a
meridional arc) in |s| ≥ 2 points. Similarly, the transversal to the ∞-
sloped rectangle twists back to an arc of slope +1, so c will intersect
this arc in at least |r − s| ≥ 2 points as well. (See the other red arc in
Figure 7.)
Figure 7.
To understand cΓA ∩ FB note that c
ΓA lies in the octagon obtained
by removing from FB the two rectangles FQ ∩ FB or, equivalently,
removing from FP the two rectangles FP ∩FA. View the octagon from
the latter point of view and invoke Lemma 5.6. We have just shown
that c intersects one transversal in |r−s| points and the other in |s| so,
according to that lemma, there are at least min{2(|r − s|), 2(|s|)} ≥ 4
arcs which have slopes the same as one of the rectangles FQ ∩FB, that
is 0 or 1. Hence there is at least one rectangle with one of those slopes.
Lemma 5.6 also says there are ||r− s| − |s|| arcs of cΓA ∩ FB of a third
slope (necessarily then slope∞ or 1
2
) in FB. But c has distant slope in
the half of H − ΓB in which it lies, and the definition of this condition
is so symmetric that we may as well assume for this computation that
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0 < s < r. In that case ||r − s| − |s|| = r − 2s ≥ 2 (see Definiton 5.2).
Hence there is a rectangle of cΓA ∩ FB of slope ∞ or
1
2
as well.
If instead cΓA ⊂ FQ, the situation is much the same, except the
transversals are carried to arcs of slope 0 and −1 instead of ∞ and
1. (See the green arcs in Figure 7.) But a symmetric argument then
works just as well. 
Corollary 6.2. Under the assumption of Proposition 6.1, cΓA∩FA and
cΓA ∩ FB each contain rectangles with two distinct close slopes.
Begin the construction of a Heegaard split closed 3-manifold by con-
sidering a second genus 2 handlebody J containing two non-parallel
non-separating meridians X, Y ⊂ J , specified longitudes λX , λY , and a
corresponding standard triple ΛX ,Λ,ΛY ⊂ J of separating meridians.
There is a natural identification h0 : J → H given by identifying the
named subdisks in their named order, so
h0(X) = A, h0(Y ) = B, h0(ΛX) = ΓA, h0(ΛY ) = ΓB, h0(Λ) = Γ.
Let h1 : J → H be the composition of h0 with
2pi
3
rotation about the
vertical axis (see Figure 2). Then
h1(ΛY ) = ΓA, h1(Λ) = ΓB, h1(ΛX) = Γ,
h1(λY ) = λA, h1(λXY ) = λB, h1(λX) = λAB.
Follow h1 by a left half-twist along the disk ΓA and call the result
h2 : J → H . Since in each case the homeomorphism is from handlebody
to handlebody, the Heegaard splitting H ∪
hi|∂J J, i = 0, 1, 2 is the
same as just doubling the handlebody H along its boundary, i. e. the
standard (distance 0) Heegaard splitting of (S1 × S2)#(S1 × S2).
Now alter J by performing Dehn surgery on the cores cX , cY of the
two solid torus components JX , JY of J − Λ. Choose distant slopes
for the surgery and call the result Jsurg. The disk Λ still divides Jsurg
into two solid tori, which we call JsurgX and J
surg
Y . Hence J
surg is still a
handlebody, but the meridian curve x ⊂ ∂JsurgX (resp y ⊂ ∂J
surg
Y ) now
has distant slope with respect to the original meridian ∂X (resp ∂Y )
and the original longitude λX (resp λY ). In particular, since h1 carries
∂Λ to ΓB, it follows from Corollary 6.2 that in the Heegaard splitting
H ∪
h2|∂J J
surg, the two meridians x and y each have rectangles with
two distinct close slopes in each of the punctured tori FA and FB.
Let Hsurg denote the handlebody obtained from H by doing Dehn
surgery with remote slopes on both cores cA ⊂ HA and cB ⊂ HB. It
follows from Corollary 5.5 and Theorem 2.7 that the Heegaard splitting
Hsurg ∪
h2|∂J J
surg has distance at least 3.
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7. Afterword: creating distinct Heegaard splittings,
each of distance 3
Part of the interest in Berge’s original construction is that the closed
3-manifold he constructs also has a second Heegaard splitting, not
homeomorphic to the first splitting, but also one of distance 3. This
discovery illustrates that, in [RS], the listing of all possible ways in
which a 3-manifold might have distinct genus 2 Heegaard splittings is
incomplete, see [Be], [BS].
So it is interesting to observe that the general Dehn surgery construc-
tion described above has the same property: the manifold created from
(S1 × S2)#(S1 × S2) by Dehn surgery on the specified 4-component
link has two (typically different) distance 3 Heegaard splittings, and
the pair of splittings are related in a way that is described in [BS].
Here is the argument:
In the construction above, the curves h1(λX) = λAB,h1(λXY ) = λB
and ∂ΓA are all disjoint in F . Since h2 differs from h1 by a half-twist
along ΓA it follows that, even after the half-twist, h2(λX) = λAB and
h2(λXY ) = λB. Hence in H ∪h2|∂J J the cores cX of JX and cB of
HB can be isotoped to disjoint curves in F and then past each other,
so that afterwards cX ⊂ H and cB ⊂ J . See Figure 8 for a highly
schematic account of this construction. After the isotopy, all the core
curves are in essentially the same sort of position with respect to each
other and with respect to the disk ΓA, so surgery on the link will again
alter the splitting to one that is distance 3. (Technically the surgery
slope on cX , now inH and so playing the role of cB, needs to be not just
distant but in fact remote.) An explicit way of seeing the equivalence
is to note that reflecting (S1 × S2)#(S1 × S2) through the separating
sphere ΓA ∪ ΛY brings the set of 4 cores after the exchange to exactly
the same set of curves in the original construction; the only difference
in the construction of the second splitting is that the reflection changes
the left half-twist along ΓA to a right half-twist.
The process just described, exchanging two of the cores of the genus
two handlebodies before doing Dehn surgery on all four cores, is exactly
the construction used in Section 3 of [BS] to describe a manifold MH
with two alternative genus two Heegaard splittings. (Examples of this
sort were shown in [BS] to have the property that a single stabilization
makes the two alternative splittings isotopic.)
Berge observes ([Be2, Section 5.6]) that the discussion of SUMS in
Section 3 leads to an easy proof that in most cases the two alternative
splittings are not homeomorphic. First note that the construction is
highly symmetric: the roles ofH and J can easily be reversed, replacing
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Figure 8.
h1 : ∂J → ∂H by h
−1
1 : ∂H → ∂J and replacing the half-twist around
ΓA ⊂ H by a half-twist around ΛY ⊂ J . So if the surgeries on all cores
are chosen to have remote slope then, following Corollary 3.4, both the
pairs {A,B} and {X, Y } are SUMS for the splitting and so are uniquely
defined by the homeomorphism type of the splitting. In particular, the
quadruple of numbers {|∂A · ∂X|, |∂A · ∂Y |, |∂B · ∂X|, |∂B · ∂Y |} is
an invariant of the Heegaard splitting up to homeomorphism. So to
show that the two Heegaard splittings of the same manifold are not
equivalent, it suffices to check that the quadruple of numbers changes
when the two cores are exchanged as above. This is done for a specific
example in [Be2], where the sum of the four numbers changes from 121
to 149.
Berge has also pointed out that there are other invariants available
to distinguish the splittings, ones that are easier to calculate from a
Heegaard diagram or from a Dehn surgery description. In the case in
which the meridians of the two handlebodies are SUMS, as we have
here, the separating meridians Γ and Λ are determined up to homeo-
morphism. So, for each arc α of (∂X ∪ ∂Y ) ∩ FA there is associated a
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number |α·∂A| ≥ 2. When all such arcs are accounted for this yields ei-
ther a pair or a triple of numbers {a1, a2, (a3)} associated to FA. There
is a similar pair or triple of numbers {b1, b2, (b3)} associated to FB and,
from J , a further pair of triples or pairs, {{x1, x2, (x3)}, {y1, y2, (y3)}}.
The pair of pairs of pairs or triples {{{a1, a2, (a3)}, {b1, b2, (b3)}},
{{x1, x2, (x3)}{y1, y2, (y3)}}} is an invariant for each such splitting, one
that can be calculated from a Heegaard diagram or from a Dehn surgery
description.
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